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An annotator clicks on some
instances and classes

C3Det detects many objects from
different classes, even for classes
not specified by the annotator

The annotator clicks on a few objects
that were omitted in the previous step

More objects are detected

Eventually, all objects are detected

few more
clicks

Figure 1. C3Det is a deep learning framework for interactive tiny-object detection that relates multiple annotator clicks to multiple instances
and multiple classes of objects (each object class is depicted with a different color), in order to reduce overall annotation cost.

Abstract
Annotating tens or hundreds of tiny objects in a given
image is laborious yet crucial for a multitude of Computer
Vision tasks. Such imagery typically contains objects from
various categories, yet the multi-class interactive annotation setting for the detection task has thus far been unexplored. To address these needs, we propose a novel interactive annotation method for multiple instances of tiny objects
from multiple classes, based on a few point-based user inputs. Our approach, C3Det, relates the full image context
with annotator inputs in a local and global manner via latefusion and feature-correlation, respectively. We perform experiments on the Tiny-DOTA and LCell datasets using both
two-stage and one-stage object detection architectures to
verify the efficacy of our approach. Our approach outperforms existing approaches in interactive annotation, achieving higher mAP with fewer clicks. Furthermore, we validate
the annotation efficiency of our approach in a user study
where it is shown to be 2.85x faster and yield only 0.36x
task load (NASA-TLX, lower is better) compared to manual
annotation. The code is available at https://github.
com/ChungYi347/Interactive-Multi-ClassTiny-Object-Detection.

1. Introduction
Large-scale data and annotations are crucial for successful deep learning [22]. However in many real-world problems, annotations are very labor-intensive and expensive to
acquire [8]. Annotation costs increase even higher when
handling numerous tiny objects such as in remote sens-

ing [7, 15, 33], extreme weather research [24], and microscope image analysis [12, 16]. These settings often require
highly-skilled annotators and accordingly high compensation. For instance, cell annotation in Computational Pathology requires expert physicians (pathologists), whose training involves several years of clinical residency [3, 31]. Reducing cost and effort for these annotators would directly
enable the collection of new large-scale tiny-object datasets,
and contribute to higher model performances.
Several prior works have been proposed to reduce annotation cost in other tasks. Interactive segmentation methods [23, 35] focus on reducing the number of interactions in
the segmentation of a single foreground object, which can
be classified as a “many interactions to one instance” approach. However, tiny-objects annotation can benefit from
a “many interactions to many instances” approach as one
image can contain many instances. Object counting methods [4, 26] count multiple instances from a few user clicks
and do follow a “many interactions to many instances” approach. However, these methods highlight only objects of
the same class as the one being counted and thus can be
classified as a “one class to one class” approach. However, images with tiny-objects are often composed of objects from multiple classes. Thus, tiny-object annotation
should implement a “many classes to many classes” approach.
To address the above needs, we propose C3Det, an effective interactive annotation framework for tiny object detection. Fig. 1 shows how a user interacts with C3Det to
create bounding-boxes of numerous tiny objects from multiple classes. Once a user clicks on a few objects and provides their class information, C3Det takes those as inputs
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Figure 2. The global context of user inputs matter. “Late-Fusion” does not consider the global context and can miss far away objects
(red dotted lines) from user inputs (marked as circles). C3Det captures the global context well and can detect far away objects.

and detects bounding boxes of many objects, even including object classes that the user did not specify. The user
repeats this process until the annotation is complete. By
utilizing user inputs in the “many interactions to many instances” and “many classes to many classes” way, C3Det
can significantly speed-up annotation.
A key aspect of our approach is in making each user
click influence objects that are nearby (local context) as well
as far away (global context). To encourage the annotatorspecified class to be consistent with model predictions, we
insert user inputs (in heatmap form) at an intermediate stage
in the model (late-fusion) and apply a class-consistency loss
between user input and model predictions. This alone can
capture local context well, but may miss far away objects.
We therefore introduce the C3 (Class-wise Collated Correlation) module, a novel feature-correlation scheme that
communicates local information to far away objects (see
Fig. 2), allowing us to learn many-to-many instance-wise
relations while retaining class information. Through extensive experiments, we show that these components combined, result in significant performance improvements.
To validate whether our performance improvements
translate to lower annotation cost in the real-world, we perform a user study with 10 human annotators. Our approach,
C3Det, when combined with further manual bounding box
corrections, is shown to be 2.85× faster and yield only
0.36× task load (NASA-TLX) compared to manual annotation, achieving the same or even better annotation quality as
measured against the ground-truth. This verifies that C3Det
not only shows improvements in simulated experiments, but
also reduces annotation cost in the real-world.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
(a) we address the problem of multi-class and multiinstance interactive annotation of tiny objects, (b) we introduce a training data synthesis and an evaluation proce-

dure for this setting, (c) we propose a novel architecture
for interactive tiny-object detection that considers both local and global implications of provided user inputs, and finally (d) our experimental results and user study verify that
our method reduces annotation cost while achieving high
annotation quality.

2. Related Work
In this section, we discuss previous works that attempt to
reduce annotation cost. The broad difference between our
method and previous approaches are summarized in Tab. 1.
Interactive Object Detection The earliest work [36] in
interactive detection incrementally trains Hough Forests
over many image samples, gradually reducing false positives and negatives. This method is shown to be effective in
annotating cell images and pedestrian images, where there
are typically no more than 20 instances from a single class.
While [36] adopts incremental learning over 5 or more images, our CNN-based model can be applied immediately to
new samples, and handle many more objects.
Closely related are weakly-supervised object detectors
(WSOD) that take point input [6,28] for establishing one-toone correspondences between points and objects. However,
this is different from our setting as these WSODs do not
learn the many-to-many correspondences between points
and objects, and do not yield interactive detectors.
Interactive Object Counting. This is similar to our tinyobject setting, since many tiny objects in an image are
counted. An early work [4] learns a per-pixel ridge regression to adapt to user-provided point annotations, and
counts instances of the specified object class. More recently, in [26], a few box annotations of a target class are
forwarded as user inputs to the counting model. However, these counting works consider the instances of a sin-
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Approach
Previous Interactive Detection [36]
Interactive Counting [4, 26]
Interactive Segmentation [23, 35]
Ours

# of classes
to annotate
1
1
1
many

Class-to-class
relation
1-to-1
1-to-1
1-to-1
many-to-many

# of instances
to annotate
many
many
1
many

Interaction-to-instance
relation
many-to-many
many-to-many
many-to-1
many-to-many

Outputs
bboxes
positions
contour
bboxes

Table 1. When considering the relationship between user interaction (typically the clicking of points) and annotated objects, we address
the “many interactions to many instances” and “many classes to many classes” setting.

gle object class, while C3Det detects objects from multiple classes, including those not explicitly specified by user
clicks. Also, our method estimates accurate bounding boxes
of all objects, while [26] outputs so-called density maps.
Interactive Object Segmentation. In this setting, users
mark a few points on an image to yield a segmentation
of a single foreground object. The earliest methods [5]
apply graph-cut, using an energy minimization method to
separate foreground and background cues based on intensity changes, yielding optimal object boundaries. Instead
of requiring many exemplar strokes to indicate foreground
versus background, GrabCut [29] only requires a box to be
drawn over the object. Learning-based methods are first introduced in [35], where users provide a few positive and
negative clicks for object segmentation. The problem setting is formalized by introducing a training sample synthesis method, which is then followed by subsequent works
[1,9,14,17,20,21,30,37]. C3Det is similar to these learningbased methods in that we also synthesize user inputs from
bounding box annotations for training but differs in the two
following ways. First, for every user input, C3Det annotates multiple objects from multiple classes at the same
time, while these methods annotate a single object. Second,
C3Det considers local-global relations to detect objects far
away from the user’s clicks, while interactive segmentation
annotates just the object under the cursor.

3. Overview
Before we dive into describing the details of our method,
we briefly motivate the broader decisions we made in building the C3Det framework. All of our decisions are based on
a simple (yet important) goal: reducing the real-world annotation cost of tiny-object detection. This can be achieved by
reducing annotation time and the number of interactions required from the annotator. Our C3Det framework addresses
and improves on these aspects.
A quickly responding system improves both the annotation time and user experience. Taking inspiration from literature on deep interactive segmentation [35], we train a convolutional neural network (CNN) that only requires a simple
feed-forward operation at test time. This has speed benefits
compared to incremental learning approaches [36]. We later
show in Sec. 6 that our CNN-based system reduces annotation time significantly when compared with a fully manual

annotation method, by operating at interactive rates1 .
To further reduce the number of interactions required we
devise two strategies. First, compared with bounding box
inputs, we opt to receive the user inputs as point positions
(via mouse click) along with object class. This allows annotators to simply click on a tiny object and specify its class,
yet yield full bounding boxes in the outputs of C3Det. Second, we decide to preemptively detect objects from classes
that have not been selected by the annotator yet. This allows the annotator to focus only on mistakes made by the
annotation system.
Together with the contributions described in the following sections, we propose a meaningful solution to the problem setting of interactive multi-class tiny-object detection.

4. Method
In this section, we describe the proposed method. First,
we introduce the overall architecture of C3Det. Next, we
describe a training data synthesis procedure for multi-class
and multi-instance interactive object detection. Finally, we
describe each component of C3Det: the Late Fusion Module (LF), the Class-wise Collated Correlation Module (C3),
and User-input Enforcing Loss (UEL).

4.1. Network Architecture
C3Det detects objects in a given image guided by a few
user inputs, and outputs bounding boxes and the class of
as many objects as possible, including those that are not
specified by such inputs. We denote the input image as I,
and the number of user inputs as K.

cls
Each user input is denoted as upos
, where k is the
k , uk
index of user input, upos
defines
a
2D
position,
and ucls
k ∈
k

cls
{1 . . . C} is the object class. At inference time, upos
,
u
k
k
is provided by a user, while at training and validation time,
it follows the center point and class of the chosen groundtruth bounding box. Before passing the user inputs to the
cls
model, we convert each input upos
as a heatmap Uk
k , uk
by placing a 2D Gaussian centered at upos
with
a predefined
k
standard deviation σheatmap .
The input image I is first forwarded through a CNN feature extractor to yield a feature map FI . Separately, the user
input heatmaps, U1...K , are passed to the LF and C3 modules, which utilize user inputs in local and global manners,
1 C3Det
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responses takes just a few seconds on our user study GUI.

respectively. The outputs of these modules, FLF and FC3 ,
are then concatenated to FI before passing on to the next
layers (see Fig. 3).
As C3Det only modifies the outputs of the backbone network, it is applicable to both one-stage and two-stage architectures. In the case of Faster R-CNN [27] and RetinaNet [19], for example, the concatenated outputs are
passed on to the region proposal network (RPN) and to the
classification and box regression subnets, respectively.
4.1.1

Training Data Synthesis

During training, we simulate the user inputs based on
ground-truth annotations. First, we randomly sample a
target number of user inputs from a uniform distribution
Nu ∼ U[0,20] . While we define the uniform distribution
to extend to 20 only, this hyper-parameter can be adjusted
as necessary. We then sample K = min (Nu , Na ) objects
(without replacement) from the ground-truth, where Na denotes the number of available objects for the current sample. The object centers and class indices are then passed on
to C3Det as user inputs.
4.1.2

Late Fusion Module (LF)

When incorporating user input heatmaps to the network,
two common approaches in interactive segmentation are
early-fusion [14, 30, 34, 35] and late-fusion methods [2, 25,
37]. Early-fusion methods concatenate user-input heatmaps
to the input image, while late-fusion methods inject userinput heatmaps to an intermediate layer in the network,
with [37] or without [2, 25] processing the heatmaps with
CNN layers. Prior insights show that late-fusion outperforms early-fusion [25, 37], and we find that this is also the
case for interactive tiny-object detection.
To handle a varying number of user inputs, while maintaining the class information of the given inputs, we group
the K user input heatmaps by class, then apply a pixel-wise
max operation to each group to yield C heatmaps. For the
case where no inputs are provided for an object class, we
simply pass a heatmap filled with zeros. The heatmaps are
passed to the LF module (a CNN-based feature extractor
such as ResNet-18) that outputs feature maps FLF .
The LF module handles these heatmaps without any
global pooling, and therefore does not lose any spatial information. For the local area around a user input upos
k , the
predicted objects’ class can be directly affected by the user
input ucls
k . We can therefore consider the LF module as one
that considers the local context of user inputs.
4.1.3

Class-wise Collated Correlation Module (C3)

While understanding the local context can help in predicting the correct class for objects near to user inputs, objects

User-input Enforcing Loss (UEL)

U1…K
Feature
Extractor

𝐹𝐼

Late Fusion (LF)

𝐹𝐿𝐹

Class-wise Collated
Correlation (C3)

𝐹𝐶3
Detection
Head

𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑥 + 𝑐𝑙𝑠

𝐼

Figure 3. Overall architecture. User inputs are processed and
considered at both local (by Late Fusion) and global (by Classwise Collated Correlation) context scales for multi-class multiinstance interactive tiny-object detection. The “⊕” symbol indicates channel-wise concatenation.

far away from user inputs must be impacted in a different
way. Recently, in [26], a correlation operation between FI
and user input related features was used to improve object
counting performance, using a few exemplars to count as
many similar objects as possible in a given image. Similarly, we suggest to extract template features from FI based
on user inputs, perform correlation with FI (see Fig. 4), and
merge the correlation maps class-wise.
For each provided user input heatmap Uk 2 , we perform
the following to obtain a “template” vector,
  \textbi {T}_{k}\left (i\right ) = \sum _{x,y} \textbi {F}_{\mathrm {I}}\left (i,x,y\right )\, \textbi {U}_k\left (x,y\right ), 

(1)

where i refers to a channel index and x, y the column and
row indices in FI and Uk . This template vector can then be
used as follows to generate a correlation map Mk ,
  \textbi {M}_{k}\left (x,y\right ) = \sum _{i} \textbi {T}_{k}\left (i\right )\, \textbi {F}_\mathrm {I}\left (i,x,y\right ). 

(2)

Once K correlation maps are computed, we combine
them class-wise based on ucls
k , via an element-wise max
operation as defined by,
  {{\textbi {F}_\mathrm {C3}}\left (c,x,y\right )=\max \{\textbi {M}_{k}\left (x,y\right )| u_k^{cls} = c, \forall {k} \in \left [K\right ]\}},  (3)
where c refers to a class index. Classes that do not have any
associated user inputs are simply represented by a correlation map filled with zeros.
This reduction allows us to produce C correlation maps
to pass on to the next stages, no matter how many user inputs are provided. We describe this approach as a correlatethen-collate method, where each user input is handled independently. An intuitive alternative is a collate-thencorrelate method, where user input heatmaps are combined
by class first, to perform the correlation operation once per
object class. The collate-then-correlate alternative may be
more robust to the choice of user input, but also assumes
2 The heatmap is typically resized to match the size of F and normalI
ized such that it sums to 1.
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Figure 4. Procedure of generating a correlation map. A template vector is extracted from a feature map based on a user-input.
The correlation map is computed between the template vector and
the feature map. GSP stands for “global sum pooling”.

that each object class can be described by a single feature
representation. In our ablation study (see Fig. 8c), we show
that the correlate-then-collate method performs better, and
thus choose this to define our C3 module.
The explicit correlation operation performed by the C3
module allows for local features to be compared across the
entire image. This extends the effect of user inputs on the
model’s predictions beyond the considerations of the LF
module. In other words, we can consider the C3 module
as one that considers the global context of user inputs by
learning many-to-many instance-wise relations.
4.1.4

User-input Enforcing Loss (UEL)

When a user specifies an object to be of a certain class,
C3Det should reflect this class on its prediction. Therefore, we propose to apply a training-time consistency loss
between user inputs and model predictions through a Userinput Enforcing Loss that enforces a class-wise consistency.
cls
For each simulated user input, (upos
k , uk ), we retrieve
the associated ground-truth bounding box ybbox
. We comk
pare each of these ground-truth objects with all J predicted
objects (indexed by j ∈ {1 . . . J}). Each prediction consists of a bounding box ŷbbox
and class ŷjcls . To comj
pute the loss, we check for a non-zero intersection-overunion (IoU ) between every input-prediction pair, and apply
a class-consistency loss. The full loss is formulated as,
  \mathcal {L}_{\mathrm {UEL}} = \sum _{j,\, k} \mathds {1}_{IoU\left ( \hat {\textbi {y}}^{bbox}_j, \textbi {y}^{bbox}_k \right )\,>\,0} \, \cdot \, \ell (\hat {y}_j^{cls}, u_k^{cls}) \label {eq:uel} 

(4)

Num.
Num. patches
classes train val test
Tiny-DOTA
8
11198 1692 2823
LCell
8
3681 250 823

Mean objects / patch
train val
test
38.5 42.8 35.3
79.3 82.0 99.6

Table 2. Comparison of statistics between Tiny-DOTA and LCell.
The number of patches reported for Tiny-DOTA are counted after
subdividing the original images as described in Sec. 5.1. LCell
contains a higher mean number of objects per patch.

the DOTA dataset [32, 33], and our method should apply
to other object detection architectures as well3 . Furthermore, we present ablation studies to verify the efficacy of
our modules. For the implementation details of our model,
please refer to our supplementary materials.

5.1. Datasets
Tiny-DOTA The DOTA dataset [11, 33] consists of aerial
images and includes a variety of tiny (e.g. vehicles and
ships) and larger objects (e.g. soccer ball field and basketball court). Following [32] which deals with tiny object detection, we filter out the larger objects in the DOTA
v2.0 dataset, yielding 8 tiny-object classes. Furthermore,
our procedure requires frequent querying of the test-set
ground-truth (for validation-time user-input synthesis), yet
the original DOTA test set’s labels are not publicly available. Hence, we split the original dataset into training, validation, and test subsets (70%/10%/20% split) for our experiments. We denote this dataset as Tiny-DOTA4 . Following
[33], we generate a series of 1024 × 1024 pixel patches from
the revised dataset with a stride of 512 pixels, and train our
models to detect oriented bounding boxes (OBB).
LCell LCell is a private breast cancer histopathology
dataset with bounding box annotations for 8 cell classes.
LCell consists of 768 × 768 size patches and has 3681 training, 250 validation, 823 test samples. We show in Tab. 2
that on average, the patches in LCell contain twice as many
objects as in Tiny-DOTA. Further information about LCell
is provided in our supplementary materials.

5.2. Evaluation Procedure
where ℓ is a loss function such as the cross entropy loss or
the focal loss, depending on the main task loss.

5. Experimental Results
To validate the proposed approach, we train and evaluate on two multi-class tiny-object datasets, Tiny-DOTA
and LCell. We compare the performance of C3Det against
several baseline methods, and show that C3Det applies to
both one-stage and two-stage detectors such as RetinaNet
and Faster R-CNN, respectively. These are standard baselines architectures for detecting oriented bounding boxes on

The evaluation of an interactive annotation system is a
challenging topic. In the most ideal case, we could evaluate
using a large number of human annotators over many data
samples, but this is somewhat infeasible and certainly not
reproducible. We thus take inspiration from the evaluation
procedure in [35] for interactive segmentation, which plots
3 See

supplementary materials for results on RoI Transformer [10].
enable reproducibility and future comparison of results, the
train-validation-test split of Tiny-DOTA is available at https : / /
github . com / ChungYi347 / Interactive - Multi - Class Tiny-Object-Detection.
4 To
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(a) Tiny-DOTA
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We compare our C3Det approach against a few baseline
methods in Fig. 5. For the compared methods, where applicable, we employ a Faster R-CNN architecture with a
ResNet-50 (with feature-pyramid network) feature extractor [18]. The lines labeled Faster R-CNN in Fig. 5 are the
performance of the detector when simply trained on the labeled data without any interactive possibilities. We refer to
this as a baseline detector in this section. The compared
methods are as follows:
Ours. The full C3Det approach including the LF and C3
modules as well as the UEL loss.

65
60
55
50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Number of Clicks
(b) LCell

Figure 5. C3Det (Faster R-CNN w/ R50-FPN) performance on
Tiny-DOTA and LCell datasets compared to baseline methods.
Ours

Late Fusion

Early Fusion

Passthrough

RetinaNet

60
mAP

5.3. Comparison to Baselines

55

Early Fusion. Early-fusion is a common method in interactive segmentation [14, 30, 34, 35] and thus we implement it by concatenating the user-inputs heatmaps to the
input image before passing through the feature extractor.
When drawing heatmaps, we use a larger σheatmap than
other methods7 , as smaller Gaussians are less effective and
their information can be lost in later layers.
Late Fusion. Late-fusion is also commonly used in interactive segmentation [2,25,37], and is a competitive baseline
method. We implement this baseline by using our LF module but omitting the C3 module and UEL loss.
Passthrough. A naive yet effective baseline is one where
the class value of user-inputs are simply applied to matching
predicted bounding boxes from the baseline detector.

50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Number of Clicks

Figure 6. C3Det (RetinaNet w/ R50) performance on Tiny-DOTA
compared to baseline methods.

task performance against simulated user clicks5 .
We simulate up to 20 “clicks” per image sample. This
simulation over the full test set is an evaluation session. For
each ”click”, we randomly sample an object from a given
image’s ground-truth (without replacement), taking the object’s center position and class index as the simulated user
input. When all available ground-truth objects are provided
as simulated user inputs (for an image sample), no further
user inputs are provided (similar to the training-time sampling method in Sec. 4.1.1). This results in a set of predicted
bounding boxes for an increasing number of users’ clicks.
At each step, mAP6 is computed over all test set predictions
for the corresponding number of clicks, and a plot of mAP
versus clicks can then be made. We perform five independent evaluation sessions, and show the means and standard
deviations of each data point using error bars.
5 [35] also proposes a ”mean number-of-clicks” metric, but this must
be computed per-sample and cannot be done for the mAP metric.
6 We compute mAP with an IoU threshold of 0.5.

Results. We find that our proposed method out-performs
all baselines consistently, quickly increasing in test set mAP
with a few number of clicks, and reaching higher mAPs
when the maximum number of clicks are provided. The
Early Fusion and Late Fusion baseline methods out-perform
the naive passthrough method, but by smaller amounts compared to our approach.

5.4. Application to a One-stage Detector
Our approach can apply to both two-stage and one-stage
detector architectures. We show this by applying C3Det to
the RetinaNet architecture (with ResNet-50 backbone) and
evaluating on Tiny-DOTA. The one-stage results show similar tendencies as the two-stage case (Fig. 5), with the baselines showing modest improvements over the baseline detector, and our method showing large improvements. We
thus show that our method can apply to both one-stage and
two-stage architectures for object detection.

5.5. Varying Amount of Training Data
In a real-world scenario, one may question whether our
approach applies to cases with lower number of training
7 For evaluating on Tiny-DOTA, we choose σ
heatmap = 9 for “Early
Fusion”, and σheatmap = 1 for “Late Fusion” and “Ours”.
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In a manner of speaking, the LF module helps the model
understand the local context in relation to user inputs, and
the C3 module helps the model understand the global context. This holistic approach is beneficial, as is evident by
the large boost in performance.
100%

50%

20%

10%

5%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Number of Clicks

Figure 7. Decreasing the amount of training data (percentage of
the full Tiny-DOTA training subset) still allows for C3Det to increase annotation quality with increasing number of clicks.

samples. We thus conduct an experiment by varying the
amount of training data in Tiny-DOTA, using the Faster
R-CNN architecture. Fig. 7 shows that our approach predicts bounding boxes with increasing mAP with increasing
clicks, even with as little training data as 5% (only 559 samples). In the real-world, then, a small set of fully-annotated
data could be collected initially in order to train C3Det. This
could then be used to assist annotators in labeling additional
samples. By repeating this process, even a large dataset
could be annotated efficiently.

5.6. Ablation Studies
We conduct three ablation study on the Tiny-DOTA
dataset to understand the impacts of our modules and loss.
The evaluated method is C3Det based on the Faster R-CNN
architecture with a ResNet-50 (with FPN) feature extractor.
User-input Enforcing Loss (UEL). Fig. 8a shows that
the addition of the user-input enforcing loss results in significantly better performance (especially for no. of clicks
> 3) compared to the case without UEL. It is clear that the
UEL ensures that the consistency between user’s inputs and
the model predictions are improved. This is demonstrated
by the overall better performance both in the presence of
few clicks as well as in the case of many clicks. Furthermore, the smaller error bars (std. dev. of mAP over 5 trials)
at high no. of clicks, indicate that applying the UEL allows the model to better understand and incorporate user
inputs overall, without being too sensitive to which user inputs specifically are provided.
LF Module and C3 Module. In Fig. 8b, we train models with UEL and with either the LF module or C3 module,
to compare the effect of the LF module against the effect
of the C3 module. We find that the proposed LF module
and C3 module on their own show good performance overall. However, it is when they are combined that a significant
boost in performance is observed. We hypothesize that this
is because the LF module allows for the model to better understand the implication of user inputs, in the local areas
around the input positions. The C3 module on the other
hand explicitly queries very far away objects for similarity.

Class-wise Feature Correlation. Our C3 module performs feature correlation per user input, then merges the
correlation maps by class (correlate-then-collate). An alternative is to combine the user-input heatmaps class-wise
first, then perform correlation (collate-then-correlate). The
latter approach assumes that all objects of a specified class
are represented by similar “template” features. In addition,
it promises to be less sensitive to how well the user positions their input. In contrast, the chosen approach (C3) considers that objects from the same class can be represented
by somewhat different features. By performing correlations
for each user-input, the C3 module embraces the withinclass diversity of objects. The results in Fig. 8c show that
while both approaches work well, the correlate-then-collate
method out-performs the collate-then-correlate alternative.

6. User Study
To evaluate the efficacy of C3Det in the real-world, we
conduct a user study where annotators are asked to annotate OBB of objects on images taken from the Tiny-DOTA
dataset. We sample 40 images from the test set for this task,
which contain 10 to 100 objects. Our study is a withinsubjects study, in which 10 participants perform their tasks
with two conditions (in a random order). The two task conditions are: (a) fully-manual annotation and (b) interactive
annotation using C3Det. In the fully-manual case, annotators select an object class, then make 4 mouse clicks per
object to draw a quadrilateral that is oriented based on the
object’s orientation. In the interactive case, annotators are
allowed to provide hints to C3Det by (a) selecting an object
class, and (b) clicking on an example object. When the annotator is satisfied with C3Det’s predictions, they are then
allowed to revise mislabeled objects and add missing objects via manual annotation. Lastly, after completing each
condition (manual or interactive), the annotators fill out the
NASA-TLX questionnaire to assess their task load [13].
We analyze the annotation time and number of interaction for each condition, as shown in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b. In
the interactive case, users are allowed to further modify the
bounding boxes predicted by C3Det, and so we call this the
C3Det + Manual condition. The fully-manual alternative is
simply called the Manual condition. The average annotating time spent for C3Det + Manual (114.7s) is 2.85 times
lower than the Manual condition (327.73s). The number of
interactions required for C3Det + Manual (17.93) is 3.25
times fewer than Manual (58.33), where interactions include the drawing and deleting of polygons, adding of user-
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Figure 8. Ablation study of C3Det (Faster R-CNN w/ R50-FPN) on Tiny-DOTA. The graphs show the impacts of (a) User-input Enforcing
Loss (UEL), (b) the combination of LF and C3 modules, and (c) the order of correlation and collation.
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Figure 9. Box plots of per-sample (a) time taken and (b) number of
interactions, and overall (c) task load assessed using NASA-TLX.

inputs (for C3Det), changing the selected class, and final result submission. Please note that the time taken for C3Det
+ Manual includes model inference times, and shows that
our method can work at interactive rates with annotators.
Fig. 9c shows the NASA-TLX [13] score for each task
session. The median TLX score with the Manual approach
is 75.83, and the score with C3Det is 27.58 (lower is better).
A paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with a continuity correction is conducted and we find that the difference in task
workload is statistically significant at a significance level of
0.01 (z ′ = −2.703, p′ = 0.0069, r′ = 0.604). This means
that annotating with C3Det takes less time, interaction, and
workload as measured by NASA-TLX.
To evaluate the quality of the final annotations, we compute the mAP metric between the Tiny-DOTA ground-truth
and the annotations acquired via our user study8 . We additionally introduce the C3Det Only condition, which is the
annotation acquired only via interacting with C3Det (without any manual modifications by the user). Fig. 10 shows
the increase in mAP over time for the compared conditions.
When considering how long it takes to achieve 67.9 mAP,
the Manual condition takes 714.3s, while the C3Det Only
and C3Det + Manual conditions take 294.2s and 144.2s respectively. This shows that C3Det Only allows for faster
annotation than Manual, for comparable quality. Allowing
further manual modifications in C3Det + Manual results
in even better annotation quality, indicating that practitioners should consider allowing manual modifications even in
interactive annotation systems. Considering that our user
study participants are not expert annotators for Tiny-DOTA
imagery, we believe that our results also indicate that C3Det
8 Bounding

box class-confidence scores are set to 1 to compute mAP.
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Figure 10. Annotation quality (mAP) versus annotation cost (time)
for different annotation schemes. Our C3Det + Manual reaches
67.9 mAP five times faster than Manual.

+ Manual can be a effective system for novices.

7. Conclusion
We have shown that C3Det is a compelling approach
for interactive multi-class tiny object detection. C3Det improves an annotation task which can otherwise be laborious and expensive. Our novel architecture considers the local and global implication of given user inputs in a holistic
manner. A newly proposed training data simulation and an
evaluation procedure for interactive multi-class tiny-object
annotation defines a clear methodology for future work in
this area. Our experimental results and user study verify
that our C3Det outperforms existing approaches and can reduce cost while achieving high annotation quality. We hope
that our approach alleviates concerns on annotation cost and
workloads in the real-world (e.g., industry settings).
Limitations. In our work, we assume that annotators do
not make mistakes when specifying object class. Therefore,
C3Det may not be robust to rogue annotators. Separately,
future work could propose an alternative to our point-based
user inputs to target multiple objects with one interaction,
further reducing annotation costs.
Potential Negative Impact. Our method improves annotation efficiency of imagery with many tiny objects. Unfortunately, surveillance imagery often contain many tiny
objects and bad actors may benefit from our work. On the
other hand, research on climate change, farm crop monitoring, and cancer research are highly beneficial to human society, hopefully offsetting concerns related to surveillance.
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